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By Terry Spear

Sourcebooks, Inc, United States, 2013. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. Book 3 in Terry Spear s Highland Wolf SeriesOn The Run.After werewolves Elaine Hawthorn
and Cearnach MacNeill almost have a head-on collision on a foggy Highland road, they re pretty
well stuck with each other. It ll be hours before anyone can get there to pull his car out of the ditch
and they both have better places to be. And Nowhere to Hide From Each Other.The sexy little
American brings out all of Cearnach s big bag protective instincts. If she thought she was in trouble
before, Elaine has no idea what kind of complications a hot Scot can cause.Delightful, steamy, and
devilishly funny, join the hundreds of thousands of readers who already discovered that USA Today
bestseller Terry Spear delivers a sizzle worth howling about.Highland Wolf Series: Heart of the
Highland Wolf (Book 1) A Howl for a Highlander (Book 2) A Highland Werewolf Wedding (Book 3)
Hero of a Highland Wolf (Book 4)A Highland Wolf Christmas (Book 5)Praise for USA Today bestseller
A SEAL in Wolf s Clothing: Hot and sexy love scenes, and situational humor that had me laughing
out loud. --Fresh...
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ReviewsReviews

Excellent electronic book and helpful one. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. You wont truly feel monotony at whenever you
want of your time (that's what catalogues are for relating to when you question me).
-- Ma belle Da ch III--  Ma belle Da ch III

Very good e book and helpful one. it was writtern quite properly and helpful. I am quickly could possibly get a enjoyment of looking at a composed book.
-- Connor  Lowe IV-- Connor  Lowe IV
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